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Ontrack provides cutting-edge technology services and products to address your critical As a result, you will be provided
an option to receive an online report Where does your personal data go when you trade or sell your old cell phones?.

Not only can Ontrack restore data thought to be lost, but it keeps your company operating as if a data disaster
never happened. Its priority service has a turnaround time of three business days again, with the evaluation
estimated to take four hours to complete. For those in a hurry, Ontrack can transmit the data hot from the
cleanroom over a secure FTP site. Tweet on Twitter Choosing the right data recovery company is not an easy
task. Ontrack is able to recover lost or corrupted data from virtually all operating systems and types of storage
devices through its do-it-yourself, remote and in-lab capabilities, using its hundreds of proprietary tools and
techniques. It might cost several hundred dollars to save the data off a bad notebook drive or as much as
several thousand to recover a burned-out RAID storage unit. To provide the very best results, we image data to
our own secure data centre and store the data free of charge for 30 days so clients can be assured they get the
files they want. We design and develop our own software tools and techniques to address data recovery
problems. While others have one or two cleanrooms, Ontrack is the global leader with 18 facilities for the
repair of drives and extraction of key data, making sure that one is never more than a day away. Evaluation
Process Kroll Ontrack's evaluation process is free and fast, beginning with a phone consultation, which may
result in the service advising that you use their DIY data recovery software if it's a logical data loss issue
resulting from accidental deletion or formatting. Regardless of whether it's a software or hardware problem,
Ontrack can figure it out, fix it and deliver your data quickly, making the company a top choice for small
businesses that think globally. Ontrack can fix worn read-write heads, a seized motor or even data platter
degradation. After an initial diagnosis, the drive is opened in one of the company's 18 Class 5 cleanrooms that
are as dust-free as where the drives were made. Security is paramount with Ontrack and a month after the
work is done, all company data is wiped from Ontrack's computers. You can monitor the progress of your job
online and view all recoverable data in a detailed Vera file report as if you were looking at a computer folder.
Recovered data is returned to clients on an encrypted device, as is data sent over FTP. Priority service takes
three days. Standard service generally delivers the data within seven days. With drive-repair cleanrooms on all
continents and unprecedented global scope, Ontrack can fix broken storage devices just about anywhere in the
world and extract usable data. Beyond hard disk recovery, Kroll Ontrack offers a range of services to
businesses, consumers and government. However, the company does not list certifications from third parties.
Most prefer to have the recovered data returned on a fresh drive. Kroll Ontrack Enterprise Software and
Services Reviews Ontrack Data Recovery is the trusted brand for consumers, business, and governments for
data recovery for more than nearly 30 years. The good news is that you only pay for the data that's recovered
with the final price prorated based on Ontrack's results. Third-party certification would provide more
assurance to consumers. The service claims its workstations comply with ISO 5 Class standards. It doesn't
have a consulting arm for recommending drives or RAID setups that might make a small business's data
infrastructure bulletproof, but forensics and legal work are one of Ontrack's specialties.


